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Dailies + Immediates + Screeners

The Fabric of Filmmaking

Workflow for
Filmmaking,
re-imagined
Welcome to the most advanced dailies platform
in the world.
Moxion is the ultimate tool for your next production,
giving you next-level control over your dailies
workflow, and helping unleash the full creative
potential of your team.
Trusted on projects from Hollywood blockbusters
to indie breakouts, TV shows and TVCs, Moxion is
engineered by filmmakers from the ground up to be
feature-rich, yet intuitively easy to use.
The result is a robust platform with the unique
ability to generate instant dailies - or Immediates delivering rushes to your team, as they happen.
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Moxion delivers the ultimate dailies experience.
• An innovative and unique blend of security,
power and simplicity
• Elegant and intuitive interface design
• 
Moxion Immediates, the new standard in dailies
that gets the DNA of the project - the footage into the hands of those who need it, instantly
Our sophisticated engine has been tried and tested on
some of the most complex productions, in some of the
most challenging environments on earth.

“Moxion is so seamless and intuitive that it’s
hard to believe we ever coped without it.”
Michael Duignan, Director
Power Rangers
“We’ve heard from both production
executives and major crew members including the DP - about just how much
they love Moxion! I’ve been told, almost
verbatim, “Without question, I want to use
this on my next production!”
Jerrett Zaroski, Post Coordinator
The Silence

Introducing Moxion

Simple yet
powerful:
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Moxion
dailies
Dailies are the bedrock of workflow
infrastructure. Moxion’s best-of-breed
dailies seamlessly provide editors,
directors and crew with access to
footage captured during the day’s
filming, at the end of each day.
Our dailies platform has been
described as the simplest, most intuitive
and functional software in market, by
industry veterans and up-and-coming
film professionals alike.

“Have I ever told you guys how much
I love Moxion? Just awesome.”
Dan O’Brien, Editorial | The Other Guy
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The
Bottom
Line

Moxion Immediates compresses
production time-frames and
streamlines the filmmaking
process at every stage - having
an immediate impact on budget.

• VFX can work with sets and vendors to get exactly
what they need, faster and more accurately
• DOP can quickly and easily match lighting angles,
style and content, without having to be on set
• The Art Department can build for tomorrow
based on what is being used today
• Designers can adjust shots and make changes across
all units, without having to be there physically

How Moxion Works

Meet the exclusive Moxion technology
that generates instant dailies.
Imagine if your footage could be
shared with all crew – on and off set,
across multiple units – instantly.
Now it can, with Moxion Immediates.

• Directors can pick up any missing shots or re-shoot
scenes while the talent and set is in place
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Moxion
Immediates

• Editors can begin the editing process as soon as the
shot is captured, pick up any missing shots before the
set has been struck, then send their edits back to set
for directors to view

For example, based on studying a 65-day
shoot by one of our clients, we calculated that
Immediates saves an astonishing $264k on
average per production. Visit www.moxion.io/
thebottomline to download the full case study.
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Unparalleled Security +
Controlled Collaboration
Moxion’s streamlined, simple-to-use
interface enables users to collaborate
and communicate freely, with a back-end
foundation that puts the total security
of your footage and data at the heart of
everything. Our enterprise-grade security
protocols, vetted and approved by some
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of the world’s largest and most securitysensitive studios, keep your content
inviolably safe during the filmmaking
process. Security features include Multi
Factor Authentication (MFA), Digital Rights
Management (DRM), dynamic, burnt-in
and forensic watermarking and activity

logging - plus the ability to quickly and
easily create user and team permissions.
Importantly, Moxion also enables you to
apply these controls to your screeners.
To read more about the security of our
platform, visit www.moxion.io/security.
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Watch what happens when the
barriers of time and location are
removed with Moxion Immediates.

teams can plan for tomorrow, today.
Filmmaking is streamlined, creativity
enhanced and money saved.

Continuity flows across the entire
production, issues are fixed before
they become problems and off-set

To learn more about the benefits of
using Moxion on your productions,
please visit www.moxion.io/benefits.

Moxion Benefits

Seamless Continuity +
Amplified Creativity
“Moxion enables us to instantly
confirm continuity and secure
director approval notes.”
Barrie Osborne, Producer | The Meg, Mulan
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Make
better
films,
faster
“Love it... Leagues more user
friendly. Total thumbs up.”
Larry Blanford, DP | My Spy
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Used in conjunction with Immediates - where
editors can start editing seconds after the
camera has stopped recording - Direct to Set
allows editors to quickly share assemble edits
back to the Director on set, amplifying the
creative process and dramatically reducing
the cost of pickups later in production.

Share footage with external parties with
confidence. Watermarking is fast and simple
to customize, and Moxion enables you to
easily track and control your footage.

Applications that work for you
From our Apple TV app that enables you to
view footage from the comfort of your media
room, to our iPhone and iPad, Mac, Windows,
Chrome and Safari browser apps, Moxion
facilitates workflow efficiency regardless of
your location. Moxion apps are beautifully
designed to help you to do your best work,
wherever you are.

“I’ve used countless online collaboration tools but none
as powerful and simple as Moxion. Getting client notes
and approvals has never been so easy. Must have.”
Zeb Chadfield, Owner | The Finish Line

Support anywhere, anytime
Our expert customer support team is
passionate about helping you make better
films. With offices in Los Angeles and
Auckland, support available in-app and
partners around the globe, we’re available
24/7 should you need us.
See www.moxion.io/contact for details.
If you’d like to know more about the depth of
the technology behind Moxion, please visit
www.moxion.io/technology.

Moxion Features

Screener security
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Direct to Set

“The support from Moxion over the last year
plus has been nothing short of amazing.”
Tim Weyers, SVP Post Production
STX Entertainment
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The world’s
most innovative
filmmakers are
using Moxion...
...to enhance the creative process
and tell great stories.

During MEG we frequently had one unit out
on the Hauraki Gulf and another at our studio
base where we were filming on either of the
purpose-built water tanks. Moxion enabled
us to instantly confirm continuity and secure
director approval notes. More recently we
were able to receive video assist footage by
the end of each shooting day from 2nd and
Scenic units shooting in remote regions of
China while 1U was shooting in New Zealand.
Invaluable to ensure the remote units were
capturing the director’s vision and production
values so essential to any film.
Barrie Osbourne, Executive Producer
The Meg, Mulan, The Matrix, Lord of the
Rings, The Great Gatsby, Pete’s Dragon

 ften we’re juggling meetings and reports,
O
so we’re off set here and there, and having
Moxion Immediates allows us to keep on top
of what’s just been shot.
Diana Giorgiutti, VFX Producer /
Co-Producer | Mulan
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Made with Moxion

“When we standardized on Moxion as the dailies platform
for all STX Entertainment productions, we knew we were
getting the best dailies viewing experience available.
Tim Weyers, SVP Post Production | STX Entertainment

But we didn’t foresee how extensively Moxion would
be used by our executives, our marketing teams and
even our Board. It has made our lives so much easier.”

The Fabric of Filmmaking

Global reach,
local expertise
Moxion services a global client base, enabling
productions of every size to shoot and deliver
great content regardless of their location.
Contact us to find out how Moxion can help
you with your next production.

Asia Pacific
385 Queen St, Auckland
New Zealand 1010
+64 9 888 0640
contact@moxion.io
moxion.io

USA, Canada & Europe
1601 Vine Street, 6th Floor
Los Angeles CA 90028
+1 310 602 6140
contact@moxion.io
moxion.io

